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Accountability Lab is a global translocal network that makes governance work for people by supporting active citizens, responsible leaders and accountable institutions. Our goal is a world in which resources are used wisely, decisions benefit everyone fairly, and people lead secure lives.
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WHAT WE DO







Accountability Lab’s flagship training program for young change-makers to build sustainable, effective tools for change.

Learn More >









A global campaign powered by citizens in search of exemplary government officials.

Learn More >









A pioneering community feedback and dialogue platform to ensure accountability in the development process.

Learn more >










Supportive, impactful member networks and co-working spaces for small and big nonprofits.

Learn more >









A conscious music campaign supporting musicians who advocate for greater representation, participation and accountability.

Learn more >









Channelling civil society voices into high-level decision-making at the C20, G20, and the Open Government Partnership for stronger accountability and open government.

Learn more >
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HOW WE’RE BUILDING A TRANSLOCAL NETWORK
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HackCorruption Malaysia – our most feasible ideas

March 14, 2024
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Collective CSO action critical for climate justice

March 5, 2024
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Innovative anti-corruption solutions pitched at HackCorruption Malaysia

February 29, 2024
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Unlocking Queer voices in South Africa

February 28, 2024
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Job opportunity for a global Communications and Marketing Officer

January 23, 2024











STAY INFORMED: JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER CIRCLE


SIGN UP HERE
We will never share your data. Read our Privacy Policy
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                        [image: 🇨🇩 Last month Community Frontline Activists canvassed views of Bukavu City residents on the use of municipal funding and taxes. This week Accountability Lab RDC gathered various municipal staff including mayors and councillors to share their views on the challenges, opportunities, expectations, and roles of municipal councillors. Both sets of data will be used to co-create solutions with municipal government and the communities they serve.  🇿🇦 Accountability Lab South Africa celebrated their inaugural Queer Voices Unlocked Integrity Icon awards, which celebrated not only exceptional queer public servants but the queer film fellows who produced documentaries telling their stories.  🇳🇬 Accountability Lab Nigeria has been hard at work with communities who are affected by petroleum production. The team held a workshop aiming to tackle challenges within the Host Community Development Trust Fund, which is meant to support affected communities' initiatives.]            Lightbox link for post with description 🇨🇩   Last   month   Community   Frontline   Activists...
        

        
	            
            🇨🇩   Last   month   Community   Frontline   Activists   canvassed   views   of   Bukavu   City   residents   on   the  ...use   of   municipal   funding   and   taxes.   This   week   Accountability   Lab   RDC   gathered   various   municipal   staff   including   mayors   and   councillors   to   share   their   views   on   the   challenges,   opportunities,   expectations,   and   roles   of   municipal   councillors.   Both   sets   of   data   will   be   used   to   co-create   solutions   with   municipal   government   and   the   communities   they   serve.
 
 
 
 🇿🇦   Accountability   Lab   South   Africa   celebrated   their   inaugural   Queer   Voices   Unlocked   Integrity   Icon   awards,   which   celebrated   not   only   exceptional   queer   public   servants   but   the   queer   film   fellows   who   produced   documentaries   telling   their   stories.
 
 
 
 🇳🇬   Accountability   Lab   Nigeria   has   been   hard   at   work   with   communities   who   are   affected   by   petroleum   production.   The   team   held   a   workshop   aiming   to   tackle   challenges   within   the   Host   Community   Development   Trust   Fund,   which   is   meant   to   support   affected   communities'   initiatives.
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            What   three   'hacks'   work   best   in   advancing   #anticorruption   work   to   strengthen  ...accountability?
 
 AL   Mexico's   David   Sada   worked   on   this   piece   with   #HackCorruption   colleagues,   Gabriel   Inchauspe   &   Kelley   Sams   at   @DGateway,    to   explain.
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Three “Hacks” in Advancing Anti-Corruption Work To Strengthen Accountability – Development Gateway:...Since   partnering   with   Accountability   Lab   (AL)   on   HackCorruption   in   2023,   staff   from   Development   Gateway:   An   IREX   Venture   (DG)   and   AL   have   mentored...
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                        [image: Meet Khadra Cabi Kayse, a Good Governance Hero of 2023. Recognized for her advocacy against violence targeting women and children. Learn more about Khadra's courageous journey and be inspired by her unwavering commitment to creating a safer and more just society for all.]            Lightbox link for post with description Meet   Khadra   Cabi   Kayse,   a   Good   Governance   Hero   of...
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                        [image: Meet Haboon Cabdirahman Xussen, a Good Governance Hero of 2023. Recognized for her pioneering work in using technology to advance women. Join us to celebrate her remarkable achievements in bridging the gender gap in tech and creating opportunities for women to thrive.]            Lightbox link for post with description Meet   Haboon   Cabdirahman   Xussen,   a   Good   Governance...
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                        [image: Meet Cismaan Cali Xassen, a shining example of youth activism and a Good Governance Hero of 2023. Commended for his unwavering dedication to strengthening young voices, Cismaan's advocacy is making a lasting impact. Join us in celebrating his inspiring commitment to positive change.]            Lightbox link for post with description Meet   Cismaan   Cali   Xassen,   a   shining   example   of...
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                        [image: Meet Dr. Canab Maxamed Ismaacil, a Good Governance Hero of 2023. Recognized for her tireless dedication as a midwife, she has touched countless lives, exemplifying the spirit of compassion and care. Let's celebrate her invaluable contribution to healthcare and community well-being.]            Lightbox link for post with description Meet   Dr.   Canab   Maxamed   Ismaacil,   a   Good  ...
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                        [image: Meet Cabdilaahi Ismaaciil Jaamac, a true champion of education and Good Governance Hero of 2023 from Somaliland. Acknowledged for his pivotal role in establishing the first secondary school in his district, Cabdilaahi's dedication has transformed lives and opened doors to knowledge for countless individuals.]            Lightbox link for post with description Meet   Cabdilaahi   Ismaaciil   Jaamac,   a   true   champion...
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                        [image: Earlier today in our ongoing #AYPGFellowship, we hosted Mr Jaco Roets, training and incubation manager at @AccountLab who delivered a session on how social accountability can fuel sustainable development.  The fellowship is supported by @ng_youthfund #AYPGProject #SDGs ]            Lightbox link for post with description Earlier   today   in   our   ongoing   #AYPGFellowship,   we...
        

        
	            
            Earlier   today   in   our   ongoing   #AYPGFellowship,   we   hosted   Mr   Jaco   Roets,   training   and   incubation  ...manager   at   @AccountLab   who   delivered   a   session   on   how   social   accountability   can   fuel   sustainable   development.
 
 
 
 The   fellowship   is   supported   by   @ng_youthfund   #AYPGProject   #SDGs   
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                        [image: 🇨🇩 Five young Community Frontline Activists took to the streets of Bukavu City, DRC to gather people's perceptions and understanding of citizen participation, governance, participatory budget, and the role of municipal councilors.  They had received training in; tax accountability and transparency, how best to approach their community to share information and canvas views, and how to use KoboCollect – the app they used to record responses.  AL's Civic Action Teams program aims to solve community issues and reestablish trust between citizens and leaders by sharing information and closing the information loop.  #CivActs #DRC Accountability Lab RDC]            Lightbox link for post with description 🇨🇩   Five   young   Community   Frontline   Activists...
        

        
	            
            🇨🇩   Five   young   Community   Frontline   Activists   took   to   the   streets   of   Bukavu   City,   DRC   to   gather...  people's   perceptions   and   understanding   of   citizen   participation,   governance,   participatory   budget,   and   the   role   of   municipal   councilors.
 
 
 
 They   had   received   training   in;   tax   accountability   and   transparency,   how   best   to   approach   their   community   to   share   information   and   canvas   views,   and   how   to   use   KoboCollect   –   the   app   they   used   to   record   responses.
 
 
 
 AL's   Civic   Action   Teams   program   aims   to   solve   community   issues   and   reestablish   trust   between   citizens   and   leaders   by   sharing   information   and   closing   the   information   loop.
 
 
 
 #CivActs   #DRC   Accountability   Lab   RDC
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                        [image: 🇨🇩 Five young Community Frontline Activists took to the streets of Bukavu City, DRC to gather people's perceptions and understanding of citizen participation, governance, participatory budget, and the role of municipal councilors.  #CivActs #DRC ]            Lightbox link for post with description 🇨🇩   Five   young   Community   Frontline   Activists...
        

        
	            
            🇨🇩   Five   young   Community   Frontline   Activists   took   to   the   streets   of   Bukavu   City,   DRC   to   gather...  people's   perceptions   and   understanding   of   citizen   participation,   governance,   participatory   budget,   and   the   role   of   municipal   councilors.
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                        [image: 🌍 This week's global roundup!  🇳🇵 Accountability Lab Nepal hosted students and journalists for a data literacy discussion, The Power of Data for Youth-Driven Democracy to highlight the transformative power of open data and how it can drive social change.  🇿🇼 Accountability Lab Zimbabwe hosts a vibrant knowledge-sharing event for the democracy, rights, and governance sector. Their most recent session focused on Youth Inclusion in Natural Resources Governance where AL Zimbabwe's Alois Nyamazana, stressed the need to empower citizens, especially youth, to demand accountability and advocate for their rights.  🇱🇷 Accountability Lab Liberia brought stakeholders together for a Peace Summit to discuss the roles Liberian citizens can play to contribute to peace and the rule of law.   Integrity Icon Liberia]            Lightbox link for post with description 🌍   This   week's   global   roundup! 
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            🌍   This   week's   global   roundup!
 
 
 
 🇳🇵   Accountability   Lab   Nepal   hosted   students  ...and   journalists   for   a   data   literacy   discussion,   The   Power   of   Data   for   Youth-Driven   Democracy   to   highlight   the   transformative   power   of   open   data   and   how   it   can   drive   social   change.
 
 
 
 🇿🇼   Accountability   Lab   Zimbabwe   hosts   a   vibrant   knowledge-sharing   event   for   the   democracy,   rights,   and   governance   sector.   Their   most   recent   session   focused   on   Youth   Inclusion   in   Natural   Resources   Governance   where   AL   Zimbabwe's   Alois   Nyamazana,   stressed   the   need   to   empower   citizens,   especially   youth,   to   demand   accountability   and   advocate   for   their   rights.
 
 
 
 🇱🇷   Accountability   Lab   Liberia   brought   stakeholders   together   for   a   Peace   Summit   to   discuss   the   roles   Liberian   citizens   can   play   to   contribute   to   peace   and   the   rule   of   law.   
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                        [image: 🌍 This week's global roundup!  🇳🇵 @accountlabnp hosted students and journalists for a data literacy discussion, The Power of Data for Youth-Driven Democracy to highlight the transformative power of open data and how it can drive social change in Nepal. ]            Lightbox link for post with description 🌍   This   week's   global   roundup! 
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 🇳🇵   @accountlabnp   hosted   students   and  ...journalists   for   a   data   literacy   discussion,   The   Power   of   Data   for   Youth-Driven   Democracy   to   highlight   the   transformative   power   of   open   data   and   how   it   can   drive   social   change   in   Nepal.   
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                        [image: 📢 [Appel à candidature] - Vous souhaitez contribuer à lutter contre la désinformation à travers des activités d’éducation aux médias ?  Non recrutons 10 artistes, activistes, blogueurs, pour les bourses d’#Arts4Change.  Cette opportunité est pour vous.    https://t.co/83naZZYrKV ]            Lightbox link for post with description 📢   [Appel   à   candidature]   -   Vous   souhaitez...
        

        
	            
            📢   [Appel   à   candidature]   -   Vous   souhaitez   contribuer   à   lutter   contre   la   désinformation   à  ...travers   des   activités   d’éducation   aux   médias   ?
 
 
 
 Non   recrutons   10   artistes,   activistes,   blogueurs,   pour   les   bourses   d’#Arts4Change.
 
 
 
 Cette   opportunité   est   pour   vous.
 
 
 
   https://t.co/83naZZYrKV   
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            📣📣   [Appel   à   candidature]   -   Vous   souhaitez   contribuer   à   lutter   contre   la   désinformation   à  ...travers   des   activités   d’éducation   aux   médias   ?
 
 
 
 Non   recrutons   10   artistes   musiciens   pour   les   bourses   d’#Arts4Change   
 
 
 
 🚨   Veuillez   consulter   ce   lien   pour   postuler   ⤵️
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APPEL A CANDIDATURE Bourse des Artistes-Activistes du Voice2Rep - Accountability LabAccountability   Lab   met   la   gouvernance   au   service   des   citoyens   du   monde   entier   en   soutenant   les   citoyens   actifs,   les   dirigeants   responsables   et   les...
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            Celebrating   Integrity   Icons   in   Kosovo!   Meet   finalists   from   Prishtina   &   Gjakova   municipalities.  ...Vote   for   your   favorite   icons!   ⏰   Hurry!   Voting   closes   on   27   March   2024!
 
 
 
 🗳️   Prishtina:   https://t.co/Wei77hfYV3
 
 🗳️   Gjakova:   https://t.co/9Q0PEKQeg9
 
 
 
 #IntegrityIcons   #Kosovo   #VoteNow   
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